
Bike alarm & Tracker 708A3+Bike alarm & Tracker 708A3+
Relax to have a cup of coffee Relax to have a cup of coffee 

Alarm on both remote & Tag unit 
when someone move your bike

Find your bike with direction indicator 
in line of sight at 800m/2500ft



A sensor is built-in to detect the vibration, while some-
one is trying to move your bike.

Bike will alarm for 10 seconds and repeats alarming 
until vibration on the bike stops. 

- Anti-Theft
- Easy to find your bike
- Digital RF 2.4GHz
- Water splash proof
- Low power consumption
- Easy to installation and DIY
 

Bicycles are stolen everywhere and every day no matter they are with or without locks. 
To protect your bicycle from being stolen, our Digital RF wireless bicycle alarm system 
can be your best solution. Once the bike theft happens, the Bike-Alarm will sound loud 
beeps to scare the thief away and the Beeper will also immediately activate an 
emergency alarm to warn you to check the bicycle and take the necessary actions 
urgently. Therefore, with Bike Guard 708A3 Plus armed on the bicycle, whenever you 
want to take a short break in the cycling journey, there is no need for you to worry 
about parking your bike nearby.

Ardi Technology Corp.     
Taiwan Headquarters: 6F, No.136, Li-De Street, Chung-Ho City, Taipei, Taiwan, 235 
Tel: +886-2-2222-0019 (Rep.)   Fax:+886-2-3234-6049   
www.arditech.com.tw      E-mail: info@arditech.com.tw
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Battery Life Time under 

Standby mode (8 hrs/day) 

Beep Sound (at 10cm/3.9inch) 
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Dimension (L/W/H) 

Base Unit / Tag Unit

Battery Type

enoN

61.5x36x11.6mm 

Base (M08AM)x1

CR2032x1

10 days

95 db
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127x40x12mm 

Tag (S07C)x1

AAAx2

Over 30 days

105 db
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Working Environment Temperature: 40˚F~103˚F (5˚C~40˚C)
Humidity: 20％～80％

Key Features

Anti-Lost

Bike Alarm

Specification
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